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Day 16 - 5th Grade NTI Assignment

Nome:

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
9:00 am - 3:00pm

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Ms. Cowles megan.cowles@fayette.kyschools.us 859-474-0391

Ms. Dalton brooke.dalton@fayette.kyschool.us 304-228- 1765

Ms. Pattisson jennifer.pattisson@fayette.kyschools.us 859 - 552 - 4645

□

□

□

□

□

Choose one assignment (Option A or B) for Reading, A/ath, Writing, Social
Studies and AHPLs.
You must have a total of 90 minutes daily consisting of

□ 20 minutes Reading, /v\ath. Writing, Science/Social Studies
□ 30 minutes AHPLs

Circle the option you select each day
Parent signature required at the bottom once all the work has been completed
Online users will only return this signed cover poge
Packet workers need to return completed work with the signed cover page

Reading Math Writing Social Studies AHPL

iSTANDARD STANDARD ISTANDARD STANDARD iSTANDARD
RI5.2: Analyze how the
central ideas are reflected In
a text, and cite relevant
implicit and explicit evidence
to support thinking

5.NBT.5; Ruently multiply
multi-digit whole numbers
using an algorithm

5.W.1-3: Write opinion pieces,
informative pieces, or
narratives on topics or texts,
:cppc!t!.c3 c pci.ct of slew
witti reasons and information

SS-5-G-U-1 Students will
understand that the use of
geographic tools and mental
iTicp' help interpret
informotion, understand and
analyze pattems, spatial
dcto, end geog'cjphic issues

Various standards per AHPL

Option ,A: Option A: Option A: Option A: Option A:
Read and answer
questions on the
passage "Bring in the
Beavers!"

Complete 'Multiplying
Whole Numbe'3'
worksheet

Complete 'Writing
Pforr'p^'s' worksheet

Complete
'50 Slates, 5 Regioris'
front and bock

Choose 1 activity on
the Special Area Chart
to complete. When
completed, cross out
that block and hove
your parent sign ii.

Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B:
Compiete 50 minutes
on "Imagine Leaming"
for reading

Compiete 30 minutes
on "Nil Successmoker"
math

Type writing response in
a Google Doc and
share it with your
teacher. Label writing:
Name - NTI Day 16

Watch video "Martin
Luther King Jr." on
Broinpop and
complete graphic
organizer

For P.E., refer to the
bock of the Special
Area Chart for further
instructions.

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work
today.

or

Parent Guardian Signature
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Bring in the Beavers!
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It was the frfth straight day of hasN^y rain in the town of Leith. If it kept on pouring for much
longer, the river would swell with rainwater and flood the town. All the citizens of Leith would
have to flee their homes and find safety on higher ground. Anna and her parents stayed glued
to the teievislon set, nervously listening to the weather reports.

For now, the weatherman said, the situation was still safe, but helicopters were ready to lift
people away at any moment if the rain did not stop soon. Anna felt her palms grow sweaty as
she saw the frightened expressions o.n her parents' faces. Her parents never looked scared.
They were used to the rain, since Leith was located in the rainy country of Scotland, but it had
never, ever poured like this before. The town had cancelled school In case of a sudden
emergency, so all Anna could do was try to read her favorite detective stories and hope for thF~
rain to stop. Luckily, It did. When she awoke the next morning the skies were sunny and clear.
It was a miracle. They had been spared from a terrible natural disaster.

Everybody in i.eith breathed a great sigh of relief, but they knew they had to take action. Nobody
wanted to face this flooding danger again. The day after the downpour stopped, the Mayor of
Leith called a town meeting. Anna went along with her parents to find out more. She really did
not want all her books and toys, and her pet dog Noodles, to get washed away In a flood.

At the meeting, the Mayor presented three experts who had different ideas about solving the
problem. One man suggested they build a concrete dam upstream to block the river's path.
With such a big dam, the river would never overflow into Leith, even in heavy rain. Another
lady suggested building a different structure, a high stone wall all around Leith to stop
floodwater from getting in. The last speaker, a small, slender man with a heavy Scottish
accent, had what seemed to be the craziest idea of all.

ReadWorks.org THE SOLUTION TO READING COMPREHENSION
62013 RaadWorks*. Inc. All rights reserved.



R^adVteite Bring in the Beavenst

"You see/' he said, "If we just bring some beavers back into our landscape, we might be able to
kiss our problem goodbye. About 400 years ago, there were thousands of beavers roaming
around the Scottish countryside. Our ancestors killed most of them off because they enjoyed
hunting them for their warm fur. What our ancestors didn't realize was that we need to keep

beavers alive for our own safety. The beaver builds dams in the rivers out of sticks, mud, and
leaves. These dams are strong enough to stop a river from flooding in heavy rain. If we bring

the beavers back, we can solve our problem by working with nature."

After the three experts spoke, the Mayor asked the citizens of the town to think for a week

and then vote for the best plan. Anna's father said, "That last-guy is crazy. He thinks he can
solve the flooding problem with beavers? Really, how silly."

Anna's mother looked very thoughtful. "You know, Fred," she said. "It's worth a try. What harm
can it do? If workmen build just one concrete dam or a stone wall, it won't be as useful as

several dams built by the beavers. And besidies, beavers are very cute, and they build beautiful
dams out of things they find in the forest. Concrete dams are not nearly as beautiful."

There was much whispering and discussing all over town until the final vote was cast. Anna

secretly hoped that the beaver plan would win. She had always wanted to see a beaver in real

life. Since Leith was in the countryside, and everyone in town loved nature and animals, Anna

suspected that the rest of the town might be on her side. When the vote finally came in, Anna

was proven right. They would bring in the beavers I

Over the next two years, scientists brought beavers in from other parts of Scotland, and set

them free upstream and in the countryside around Leith. Everyone noticed a difference. It
rained and rained, but the river did not even come close to overflowing because of three dams

the busy beavers had already made. For her fourth grade field trip, Anna's teacher brought her
class into the countryside to see the beavers at work. They watched in awe as the furry

creatures hurried back and forth from the dam carrying twigs and bark in their claws.

Beavers almost seemed like furry, cute little people. Before they left, Anna and her classmates
shouted out a loud "thank you" to their animal friends for saving their town.

THE SOLUTION TO READING COMPREHENSION
O2013 ReadWbfks^. Inc. AO ri^tts reserved.
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1. What danger are the people of Leith worried about?

A a fire
B a flood
C a tornado
D an earthquake

2. The river is a probiem for the people of Leith because it couid overflow and flood their
town. How do they solve this problem?

A They solve this problem by cancelling school and having helicopters lift people away.
B They solve this problem by building a concrete dam upstream.
C They solve this probiem by building a high stone wall around their town.
D They solve this problem by bringing in beavers to build dams in the river.

3. Anna and her parents are wom'ed about the river flooding their town because of the rain.

What sentence frorn the passage supports this statement?

A '\Anna and her parents stayed glued to the television set, nen/ously listening to
the weather reports."

B ''Anna's father said, 'That last guy is crazy
C "Anna's mother looked very thoughtful."
D "Since Leith was in the countryside, and everyone in town loved nature and

animals, Anna suspected that the rest of the town might be on her side."

4. How can the plan to use beavers to prevent flooding in Leith be described?

A foolish
B dangerous
C  impossible
D successful

5. What is this story mainly about?

A a girl who watches weather reports on television and reads detective stories
during the rain

B two parents who are worried about their daughter not being able to attend
school because of the weather

C the danger that a town's citizens face from a river and what they do about that
danger

D the reason that there are no longer thousands of beavers roaming the Scottish
countryside

THE SOLUTION TO READING COMPREHENSION
e 2013 ReadWbrical*, Inc. AO rights reserved



Domain 2 • Lesson 6

Multiply Whole Numbers

Comaoii Core State Standanb

S.NBT^

^ i Getting the Idea
In a multiplication problem, the numbers you multiply are called factors, and the
result Is called the product. When multiplying two- or three-digit numbers, multiply
by the ones and then the tens to find the partial products. Then add the partial
products to find the product.

Example 1
Find the product.

I—I
A lO = 1 I

Strategy Multiply by the ones and then the tens. Add the partial products.

MM'HM Rewrite the problem vertically. Multiply 523 by 8 ones.

523

X 18

4184 8 X 523

Multiply 523 by 1 ten.

Write a 0 In the ones place before multiplying.

523

X 18

4184

5230 -<-10X523

Add the partial products.

523

X 18

4184

+ 5230

9,414

Solution 523 X 18 = 9,414



m.:.:

You can write an equation to solve a real world problem. Use a variable to represent
the unknown value.

Example 2
Mrs. Robinson is the principal of a school with 465 students. The librarian told
Mrs. Robinson that there are 16 times as many books in the library as there are
students in the school. How many books are in the library?

Strategy Write an equation for the problem, then solve.

Write an equation for the problem.

Let b represent the total number of books in the library.

465 X 16 = b

KS'iSBS Rewrite the problem. Multiply 465 by the ones digit in 16. t
465

X 16

2790 6 X 465

Multiply 46b by the tens digh: in io.

Use a 0 as a placeholder in the partial product.

465

X 16

2790

4650 -*—10X465

Add the partial products.

465 . .

XJ_6
2790

+ 4650

7.440

m

Solution There are 7,440 books in the library.



Example 3
The new A5 computer sells for $1,499. Yesterday, Electronic World sold 23 of the
A5 computers. How much money did Electronic World make from the sale of the
A5 computers yesterday?

Strategy Write an equation for the problem, then solve.

Write an equation for the problem.

Let m represent the total amount of money earned.

$1,499 X 23 = m

■EfJIlW Rewrite the problem vertically and multiply.

1,499
X 23

4497

29980

34,477

Solution Electronic World made ^54,477 from the sale of the A5
coniputef'S yesteiciay.

You can use the distributive propert/ of multiplication over addition to multiply
numbers. To use the distributive property, rewrite one of the factors as a sum of two
or more numbers. Then multiply each of the addends by the other factor and add
the products.

For example, this area model shows how to multiply 12 x 28.
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12 X 28 = 336

liniSKSSm^SSSi

12 X (20 + 8)
(12X20) +(12X8)

240 + 96 = 336

48 • Domain 2: Number and Operations in Base Ten



Example 4
Use the distributive property to find 65 x 128.

Strategy Use the distributive property.

Write the second factor as a sum or in expanded form.

128 = 100 + 20 8

Multiply each addend by 65.;

65x128

65 X (100 + 20 + 8) = (65 X 100) + (65 X 20) + (65 X 8)

=  6,500 + 1,300 + 520

Add the prod'.icts

6,500 + 1,300 + 520 = 8,320

Soiuticn 65 X 128 ̂  3,320

Ex2!T!p!e 5
A rug dealer bought 15 rugs that each cost $462. How much did the rugs cost in all?

Strategy Write an equation for the problem. Use the distributive properly.

^^^1 Write an equation for the problem.
Let c represent the total cost of the, rugs.

15 X $462 = c

Write the second factor using expanded form.

462 = 400 + 60 + 2

Multiply each addend by 15.

15 X 462

15 X (400 + 60 + 2) = (15 X 400) + (15 X 60) + (15 X 2)

=  6,000 + 900 + 30
Add the products.

6,000 + 900 + 30 = 6,930 '

Solution The rugs cost $6,930 in all.



fA

/V)T^Lesson Practice

Choose the correct answer.

1. What is the product?

651

X 22

A. 2,604

B. 5,874

C i3>222

O, 14,322

2. 2,543 X 56 = Q]
A. 27,973

B. 147,408

C. 143,679

D. 144,951

3. Which expression has the greatest
product?

A. 65 X 14

B. 43 X 16

C 55 X 15

D. 70 X 12

4. A restaurant has seating for
165 people. The restaurant offers
a $15 buffet. If the restaurant is full
and everyone orders the buffet, how
much money will the restaurant earn?

A. $990

B. $2,475

C. $2,525

D- $2,575

5. Malik ansv^ered 121 math questions
last week If he completes 121 math
questioi.ii tacli "VYeek fo' 36 v^ceks,
how many math questions will Malik
complete in ah?

B. 4,356

C. 6,747

D. 3,832

6. A bus line has 64 buses in its

fleet. Each of the buses can seat

84 passengers. How many passengers
can the fleet of buses seat at one time?

A. 5,166

B. 5,366

C 5,376

D. 5,476 .. 7, .

.7''.



7. Which expression cannot be used to find 237 X 12?

A. (12 X 200) + (12 X 30)-+ (12 X 7)

B. (12 X 100) + (12 X 100) + .(12 X 37)

C. (12 + 200),X (12 + 37)

D. (237 X 10) + (237 X 2)

8. There are 1,452 seats in each of the 48 sections of an arena. How many seats are
there in all?

A. 17,424

B. 67,286

C. 69,696

D. 69,746

9. Heniy works 140 hours each month and earns $12 per hour.

A. Show how to use the distributiye law to find how much Henry earns each month.

B. If Henry earns the same amount each month, how much will he earn in
12 months? Show your work.

52 • Domain 2: Number and Operations in Base Ten



Wfi+in^ MTX Dayl(^
5^ Grade On-Demand Writing

Identify the following for each writing prompt;

1. Who Is the audience? Who arn i writing to?

2. What is my task?

3. Now, what is the purpose?

a^peeid araupal'arah^c^fiir it'i^

1. Who is the audience? Who am I wHtir^ to?.,

2. What Is my task? ,

3. Now, what is the purpose?

'jfajujijjiv' lii SSSP

^had nuHiientswhen vk feani^ a way or wfcdi weh^diaietfaii]^

gtwtj* ̂  1yiLwaa^:y Laecywi rfu* }*vr^ yij^h WW*

r. I^stoiy cpii^ rop! qrimagii^ Be suie te e^ain the choices GmiseolKiiGesoftftiose

1. Who is the audience? Who am I writing to?^

2. What is my task?, .

3. Now, what is the purpose?,

AHqbttjonfe tigua B»e>v<n<d>tBWp»ii»W»*faa«MwrMw tn «y4w>t HarvOywfe fhpCTt ia o ^

'' i^porag®Jes.

• UObqiftii^ wisely
« Lhttenii^ earelki^
• Attencfiiig eefieoi regiiiaiiy
• CempdE^ng bomewMic

Writing Directions; AbGrtot^dng at the ii^ write an arti^forti^sd^oofnewspQperabout respoi^tftfies tiiat^
siudents ̂ Quid know. feSaticHritiere^xBisbiSesyeutyrik^Siern^

1. Who is the audience? Who am I writingto?.

2. What Is my task?

3. Now, what is the purpose?



Fifty States, Five
United States Regions

• UUAV!-^
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The United States has five main

geographic re^ons. A region is an area
with shared features that set it apart from

other areas. The five U.S. regions are the
Northeast, the Southeast, the Midwest,

the Southwest, and the West.

ilse your Slcffls

X. What are the five major geographic

regions in the Itnited States?

2. New Mexico is part of what region

3. Which region has the fewest states?

4, What states are part of the Northeast



5. Which states border the Gulf of Mexico?

6. Which region(s) border the Gulf of

Mexico?

8. What region does not have any ocean

borders?

9. Which region(s) share borders with

Canada?

7. Most of the Great Lakes ore located

in or alongside which region?

10. If you wanted to travel from Vermont

to Mississippi, what direction(s) would

a ■£JF»^

: —-r^x— ^

;^i:V

/osemite National Pork is in the western region.

bur Turn Nowf

Do research to find interesting facts and
pictures of the region of the United States
where you live. Use what you learned to
make a poster showing why your region
is special.
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Martin Luther King, iir. Graphic Organizer

Flow Chart

List details about Martin Luther King, Jr.'s life during each stage listed below.

Childhood

Return to the South

Cnnl Rights activism

91999-2020 BralnPOP. All rights r«3«rv«d.
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Day 17 - 5th Grade NTI Assignment

Nome:

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
9:00 am - 3:00pm

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Ms. Cowles megan.cowles@fayette.kyschools.us 859 - 474 - 0391

Ms. Dalton brooke.dalton@fayette.kyschool.us 304-228-1765

Ms. Pattisson jennifer.pattisson@fayette.kyschools.us 859 - 552 - 4645

□

□

□

□

□

Choose one assignment (Option A or B) for Reading, /v\ath. Writing, Social
Studies and AHPLs.
You must hove a total of 90 minutes doily consisting of

□ 20 minutes Reading, /v\ath. Writing, Science/Social Studies
□ 30 minutes AHPLs

Circle +he option you select each day
Parent signature required at the bottom once all the work has been completed
Online users will only return this signed cover page
Packet workers need to return completed work with the signed cover page

Reading Moth Writing Social Studies AHPL

(STANDARD STANDARD [STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD
RI5.10: Read, comprehend,
end analyze grade-level
oppropriafe text
ridependenlly and
proficiently

5.NBT.6: Divide up to
four-digit dividends by
two-digit divisors

5.W.5: Conduct short
research projects that involve
several sources that build
knowledge through
investigation of different
aspects of a topic

SS-5-G-U-1 Students will
understand that the use of
geographic tools and mental
maps hs!p intsTsrst
information, understand and
analyze pottems, spatial
data, end geographic issue:

Various standards per AHPL

Option A: Option A: Option A: Option A: Option A:
Read end answer
questions on the
passage "3,2,1, Blast
Off!"

Complete 'Dividing
Whole Numbers'
worksheet

Complete 'Outline an
Informative Paragraph'
- You will use this page
on Day 18, Day 19, and
Day 20!

Complete
'North ,^merica' front
and bock

Choose 1 activity on
the Special Area Chart
to complete. When
completed, cross out
that block and have
your parenl sign it.

Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B:
Complete 30 minutes
on "Imagine Leoming"
for reading

Complete 30 minutes
on "NTI Successmoker"
moth

Type VyTtting response in
a Google Doc and
share it with your
teacher. Label writing:
Name - NTI Day 17

Watch video "Martin
Luther King Jr." on
Broinpop and
complete worksheet

For P.E., refer to the
bock of the Special
Area Chart for further
instructions.

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work for
today.

Parent Guardian Signature

1/1



ReadWorks Non-fiction: 3, 2, 1... Blast Off!

3, 2, 1... Blast Off!

NASA

Now you can take a trip to
Mars without ever leaving
^iarth.

A kid reporter journeyed to Mars aboard Disney's space rids. Find out how
ciose her riae was to the real thing.

iVuG/f///reader kid reporter Scnia Mia Diaz blasted into space. This iO-year-
old from Florida was on a journey to Mars.

Sonia Mia rocketed to Mars aboard a ride called Mission: SPACE. She

experienced the ride during its opening week at Walt Disney World's Epcot
Center in Orlando, Florida.

After her mission, Sonia Mia Interviewed Sue Bryan, one of the ride's
cr^ntors. Somiu learnsd that Disnev worked closely with the Naticnal
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to develop the space
attraction. The ride lets people experience what a trip to Mars might be like
In the future.

A Space Adventure

On her journey, Sonia Mia never actually left the ground. The ride gives
people the feeling of blasting off and traveling through space. "We really
wanted people to feel as close as they could to what it's like to be an
astronaut," said Bryan.

ReadWorks.org THE SOLUTION TO HEADING OOMPHEHENSION
02012 ReacNVorkS*. inc. All rights reserved.
Artide: Ccpyhght 6 2009 Weekly Reader CorporaiiorL All rijpls reserved.
W8a*iy Beaderis a fegigBred keOematk of Weeldy Reader Copctadoa
Used by permission.



ReadWbrks 'Rpadiyi^ Mtx ^Non-fiction: 3,2.1... Blast Off!
Sonia Mia read quotes about space exploration as she waited in line.
Information about space history fills the attraction. There Is even a moon car
called a lunar rover on loan from a museum.

An Intense Liftoff

Before boarding the shuttle, Sonia Mia and three other riders were given
different roles for the mission. Those roles Included commander, pilot,
navigator, and engineer.

Sonia Mia was assigned to be the engineer. In real life, Sally Ride, the first
U.S. woman in space, performed the same role.

After Sonia Mia strapped herself In, the shuttle moved Into launch position.
The countdown began, and the shuttle blasted off! During the mission, Sonia
Mia and her team used buttons and joysticks to perform the tasks associated
wlt.h their roles. The ride lasted about 4 minutes.

The rnlsslon was as intense as Sonia Mia had hoped. What was her favorite
part? The liftoff! "I liked the Intensity of the blastoff and the air pressure on
my face," she said.

A Realistic Ride?

So how did the ride live up to a real space shuttle mission? Weekly Reader
caught up with NASA astronaut Winston Scott to ask him that question.

Scott launched Into space on two shuttle flights. He tested out Mission:
SPACE and gave it a big thumbs up. "It's a thrill a minute," he said.

Although no astronauts have been to Mars yet, Scott said the ride's liftoff
was realistic. The feeling of moving up the launch pad and being forced back
into your seat were similar to those felt on a shuttle.

However, he points out, there are differences. In an actual launch,
astronauts feel about three times the force of gravity. Gravity Is the force
that pulls things toward Earth.

The blastoff on the ride was also shorter than an actual liftoff. And, he said,
riders don't experience weightlessness. On a real space shuttle, astronauts
become weightless because there is no gravity.

R^dWorks.oig e 2IM2 toTHE SOLUTION TO READING COMPREHENSION
e 2012 RaadWMc^. bK. AS rights resovBd.
ArilclK CopyiisritC 2009 WBsMy Reader CofpoTBtton. AB rights reseived.
MbeiiV Resdsr Is a teglstefsd tademark cf WMdy Reader CofpoTBaoa
Used ̂  penidsaiDa



ReactWoite^i^:t^£c>^ MTX- (7 _ Non-fiction: 3, 2,1... Blast Off!

For many people, the ride brings to mind the courage of space explorers. As
Sonia Mia pointed out, "Going on the ride made me think about how brave
astronauts are."

Interview With an Imagineer

Sonia Mia Diaz interviewed Sue Bryan, one of the forces behind Mission:
SPACE. Here's what Sonia Mia learned.

Sonia Mias What is an Imagineer?

Sue Bryan: Imagineers are people who work for Disney.

In general, Imaglneering Is about storytelling. We build attractions that put
people who visit our parks into different worlds and stories. We also use
technology to tell stones.

Sonia Mia: What was your role In creating the ride?

Bryan: I'm the senior show producer, which is like being a movie director. A
movie director guides people and directs the show, Including the lighting,
music, artists, and motion you experience on the ride.

Sonia Mia: Where did your team get the inspiration for Mission: SPACE?

Bryan: People have always had an interest In space. The time and
technology were right to create this new space attraction. We worked closely
with NASA to develop the science and technology behind the attraction. No
one has ever put people into a ride system like this before.

Sonia Mia: Before the ride, I was warned not to move my head or close my
eyes because of motion sickness. J didn't feel sick, but rnlght a person if he
or she does those things?

Bryan: That could happen if you move your head, because of the technology
used to create the ride. We give those recommendations because we want
people to feel most comfortable. Some people can move their heads, and It
doesn't bother them at ail.

Sonia Mia: How many times have you been on Mission: SPACE?

Bryan: At last count, I've ridden it more than 400 times!

THE SOLUTION TO READING COMPREHENSION
02012 ResdWbila^. Inc. All ifghts reserved.
A/^da; Ccpyilght C 2009 We^ Reader Corporation. AB rtgMs reserved.
Wteelby fiiradsr is 8 registered (remark of WeeWy Reader Corporation.
Used by petiniss^



ReactWorks KJTX Pbcg,/7 Questions: 3,2,1.. .Blast Off!
Name: Date: -

1. Disney and NASA developed the ride Mission: SPACE. What does the ride let people
experience?

A what the first trip to the moon was like
B what a trip to the moon might be like in the future
C what a trip to Mars might be like In the future
D what trips to Mars were like many years ago

2. Astronaut Winston Scott compares and contrasts the ride Mission: SPACE with a real
space shuttle mission. According to Scott, how is Mission: SPACE similar to a real space
shuttle mission?

A The feeling of moving up the launch pad is similar on the ride and on a space
shuttle.

B The blast off lasts the same amount of time on the ride and on a space shuttle.
C Three times the force of gravity is felt In a launch both on the ride and on a

space shuttle.
D The feeling of weightlessness in space is similar on the ride and on a space

shuttle.

5. Mission: SPACE was designed to give people a realistic experience of traveling
through space like an astronaut. Which information from the passage best supports this
conclusion?

A People never actually leave the ground during the ride Mission: SPACE.
B Sue Bryan claims no one has ever put people into a ride system like Mission:

SPACE before.

C Mission: SPACE gives people the feeling of blasting off and traveling through

D Mission: SPACE does not allow people to feel as though they are weightless.

4. Based on the information in the passage, what sort of tasks did Sonia Mia most likely
perform during the ride Mission: SPACE?

A She most likely performed tasks associated with a commander.
B She most likely performed taSks associated with an engineer.
C She most likely performed tasks associated with a pilot.
D She most likely performed tasks associated with a navigator.

BeadWorks.org THE SOLUTION TO READING COMPREHENSION
6 2014 RoadWorics?, Inc. AS righls reserved



Divide Whole Numbers fWk Wrx
Com man Core Slate Staidard:

Getting the Idea

In a division probiem, the number that is being divided is the dividend. The number
that divides the dividend is the divisor. The answer to a division problem is the
quotient. The number that is left, over after division is complete is the remainder.

Example 1
There are 851 seats in an auditorium. Each of the 23 rows in the auditorium has

the same number of seats. How many seats are in each row?

Strategy Write an equation for the problem. Then divide.

Write an equation for the problem.

Let s represent the number of seats in each row.

851 - 23 = s

Set up the division problem.

23)851 '

^^^1 Decide where to place the first digit In the quotient
The first digit of the quotient will be in the tens place.

Divide 85 tens. .

3

23J^
- 69

16

3 X 23 = 69

85 - 69 = 16

Bring down the 1 one. Divide 161 ones.

37

23l85T
- 69l

161

-.161

0

7 X 23 - 161

161 - 161 = 0

Solution There are 37 seats In each row.



Note: Since multiplication and division are inverse operations, you can check the
answer to a division problem by using multiplication. Multiply the quotient by the
divisor, if the product equals the dividend, the quotient is correct.

37

X 23

111

+ 740

851 This equals the dividend, so the quotient Is correct.

When you solve a word problem involving division and there is a remainder In the
quotient, you need to look at the question to Interpret what to do with the remainder.
You may need to drop the remainder, round the quotient up to the nearest whole
number, or include the remainder as part of the answer.

Example 2
Tina has 426 stickers. She divides tiiern equaliy arnong 15 trlends. Hew many
stickers will each friend get?

Strategy Write an equation for the problem. Then divide.

Wiiie an equation foi tno piuOiSrTi.

Let s represent the number of stickers each friend will get.
Anfl ̂  -i c — c-
ttO • I — o

Set up the problem. The first digit of the quotient will be in the
tens place.

Divide 42 tens.

^5W6
- 30

12

2 X 15 = 30

42 - 30 = 12

Bring down the 6 ones. Divide 126 ones.

28 R6

AbWe
- 3o|

126

- 120 ^8 X 15 = 120

6  -^126 - 120 = 6

54 • Domain 2: Number and Qperatloiis in Base T«i



Interpret the remainder.

There are 6 stickers left over. There Is no way to divide 6 stickers
among 15 friends, so drop the remainder.

Solution Each friend will get 28 stickers.

You can also check a quotient with a remainder. Multiply the quotient by the divisor
and add the remainder to the product.

28 X 15 = 420 420 + 6 = 426 This equals the dividend.

Example 3
spencer wants to put his 2,188 stamps in a binder. Each page in the binder noids
24 stamps. How many stamps will be on the last page in the binder?

Strategy Divide each place from left to righi

Set up the division problem.

24]2jS8

Divide eaoli piace from left lO righi.

91 R4

2452iM
- 2i4

28

- 24

4

Interpret the remainder.

The quotient is 91. That means 91 pages are full with 24 stickers
on each page.

The remainder is 4. That means there are 4 stickers left over.

The question asks how many stamps will be on the last page of
the binder, so the remainder is the answer.

Solution There will be 4 stamps on the last page in the binder.

i^l

Eli;



fLeSson Practice |

choose the correct answer.

1. uWi

K 18

B. 19

C. 20

D. 21

4. In which problem will the quotient
be greater than 100?

A. 5,982 - 54

B. 6,348 - 67

C 7,204 - 73

D. 8,423 87

A 14R2

B. 15

C. 15 R3

D. 16

A 100 R34

B. 121 R22

C 128 RIB

1 ir\ T\

x>. XV±0

5. Guy is reading a science fiction book
that is 558 pages long. If he reads
28 pages each day, how many days
will it take him to read the book?

A 19 days

B. 70 d?^"!

C. 26 days

D. 28 days

6. Jorge saved $ 115 to spend on CDs.
How many CDs can he buy if each
one costs $12?

A 12

D. 7



7i A mddmiun of 24 people can ride che
Jackrabbit roller coaster at one time. If
761 people are in line for the coaster,
how many trips will the coaster have
to for all to ride.^

A 32

B. 31

C. 30

D. 17

8. An arena has 5,744 seats. The seats

are divided into 16 sections with che

same number of seats in each section.

How many seats are in each section?

A 349

B. 359

C. 369

D. 379

9. Simone collects refirigerator magnets. She has 756 magnets in her collection.

A If each box can hold 22 magnets, how many boxes can Simone fill completely
with her magnets? Show your work.

B, How many boxes will Simone need to hold all of her magpets? Explain how you
interpreted che remainder to answer parts A and B.

58 • Damain 2: Number and Operations in Base Ten



WrHing fJTX- 11
Outline an Informative Paragraph

An informative paragraph provides facts about a specific topic. Like other types of paragraphs,
they should include three parts;

Topic Sentence: Introduce the topic.

Supporting Details: Provide facts about the topic.

Concluding Sentence: Restate the main idea.

Fun Fact...Echolocation: the location of objects by reflected sound, in particular that used by animals
such as dolphins and bats.

In the paragraph below, underline the Topic sentence, circle Supporting Details, and Draw
a box around the Conclusion.

Bats use echolocation to navigate and find food in the dark. They make sounds with their moutih
or nose and listen for echoes. When they hear an echo, they can determine the size, shape, or
distance of an object—even a tiny mosquito! However, humans can't hear their echolocation
noises because they are so high pitched. Bats aren't blind, but echolocation helps them find then-
way around more easily in the dark.

fio¥f ft s your iurrti use the ouiiine to wrhe something inieresiing about on animal of your

choice.

Topic Sentence: , . - , - . . .

Supporting Detail #1;

Supporting Detail #2:

Supporting Detail #3:

Concluding Sentence:



North America o^ (7^
North

America^

Political

\  "1RUSSIA ^

ARCTIC OCEAN

Beaufort^

>; Labrador

m

The continent of North America

includes three large countries. These are

Canada, the United States, and Mexico.

The continent also includes many smaller

countries. Some of these countries are

island nations in and near the Caribbean

Sea. Others are located in Central America,

a re^on south of Mexico. Greenland is
part of North America, but it is not an

independent country. It belongs to the

European country of Denmark.
This map of North America is a

political map. It shows the borders
between many of the countries in
North America. Some of the tiny island
countries, however, are too small to be

labeled on this map.



1. North America has coasts on the

Ocean, the

Ocean, and the Ocean.

2. What two special lines of latitude cross

North America?

5. Name two countries in North America

that are located on islands.

6. What are the seven countries of Central

America?

What countries do these lines pass

through?
7. To get from Central America to Mexico,

which directions would you travel?

3. Most of Canada is north of what line

of latitude? ^

4. What is the largest island in North

America?

8. Which continent is located south of North

America?

9. Which country shown on the map is in the

most southern port of North America?

— • - . «

'M: ifiinkitOver

The United States shares borders with

Canada and Mexico. What natural features
I ^ c, J.I. ... . 1. j ̂ ......
Hctp iUlMI i lOV* UU

natural features affect where borders

between countries are located?

Turn Mow

Choose one country in North America

that you would like to learn more about.

Use the Internet to find photographs

of places in that country. Make a collage

of the photographs. Write short captions.

Hryce Ccmyoti National Park, Utoh Este Beach, Coiumei, Mexico Moraine Lake, Alberto, Conada

•iMorth America has many fascinating places of great natural beauty.

■"-'.rari
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PQM l^artin Luther King, Jr. Worksheet

Expand It

Describe how each event demonstrated Martin Luther King. Jr.'s commitment to nonviolence.

Montgomery ims boycott

March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom

Alabama protests

Think About It

Has the promise of Dr. King's "I Have a Dream" speech been realized? Explain your position
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Day 18 - 5th Grade NTI Assignment

Nome:

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
9:00 am - 3:00pm

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Ms. Cowles megan.cowles@fayette.kyschools.us 859 - 474 - 0391

Ms. Dalton brooke.dalton@fayette.kyschool.us 304-228- 1765

Ms. Pattisson jennifer.pattisson@fayette.kyschools.us 859 - 552 - 4645

□

□

□

□
□

□

Choose one assignment (Option A or B) for Reading, Math, Writing, Social
Studies and AHPLs.
You must hove a total of 90 minutes doily consisting of

□ 20 minutes Reading, Math, Writing, Science/Social Studies
□ 30 minutes AHPLs

Circle the option you select each day
Parent signature required at the bottom once all the work has been completed
Online users will only retum this signed cover page
Packet workers need to return completed work with the signed cover page

Reading Moth Writing Social Studies AHPL

^ANDARD ■STANDARD {STANDARD STANDARD ■STANDARD
RI5.1: Quote accurately from
the text when explaining
what the text explicitly says
CmC! vvJ^Gn ^rcAiriQ
inferences from the text

5.NBT.6: Divide up to
four-digit dividends by
two-digit divisors

5.W.5: Conduct short
research projects that involve
several sources that build
kno'Alcdgc through
investigation of different
aspects of a topic

5.C.CP.2 Analyze the
structure of the U.S.
govemment, including
soparotiori o. pga'c* end .iS
system of checks and
balances.

Various standards per
AHPLVorious standards per
AHPL

OpTlon A: Option A: Option A: Option A: Option A:
Read and answer
questions on the
passage
Goodnight"

Complete 'Dividing
3-digits by 2-digits'
worksheet

Complete 2
paragraphs on your
informative writing
prompt

Complete
'Gettysburg Address'
front and back

Choose 1 activity on
the Special Area Chart
to complete. When
completed, cross out
that block and have
your parent sign it.

Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B:
Complete 30 minutes
on "Imagine Learning"
for reading

Complete 30 minutes
on "NTI Successmaker"
moth

Type writing response in
a Google Doc and
share it with your
feacher. Label \Miting:
Name - NTI Day 18

Watch video "Martin
Luther King Jr." on
Brainpop and
complete quiz

For P.E. refer to the
back of the Special
Area Chart for further
instructions.

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work for

today.

Parent Guardian Signature

1/1



ReadWorks

A Good Night

ft happens every night—bedtime. But what if youVe not sJeepy? Should you still go to bed If
you are just going to lie there with your eyes wide open? Ifs a probiem that has been around as long

as there have been people trying to sleep.
There are many reasons why you may not be able to fall a.sleep. You might be excited by

everything you did that day. You might be excited for what you know you're going to do the next day.
Maybe you can't sleep because you don't like sleeping all alone In your room. Maybe you have a
recurring nightmare that ycu dread. A!1 of these reasons are norma}. However, there are seme steps

you can take to help you fall asleep.

One thing that can heip is talking to a parent or another trusted aduii about what you're
thinking about at bedtime. For example, if you're nervous about taking a test, or upset about being

teased at school, it can really help to tell somebody. Knowing that somebody has heard you can help

ease your mind so that you can rest.
Sleeping in a comfortable bed in a quiet and cool room is ideal. If there's anything about your

room that makes you feel uneasy or anxious at night, like a picture that looks strange in the dark, or a

noisy faucet in a nearby bathroom that leaks drop after drop, be sure to ask one of your parents if it
can be moved or fixed. Making sure electronics are kept away from your bed Is also recommended as

these devices can keep you siirnulaLed, making it harder for you co fail asleep.
If you are usually restless around bedtime, doing certain things to relax beforehand may help

you fall asleep when ycu go to bed. Try to take more time to wind down by taking a warm bath, or
listening to a bedtime story at least 30 minutes before you want to go to sleep. It also helps to follow
a bedtime routine and go to sleep at the same time every night. As a resuit, your body will get the

message that ifs almost time to sleep. Your body will know to start feeling tired.

In order to find the right solution for you, Ifs Important that you understand what exactly is
keeping you up at night. And it's okay If you need to reach out to a parent or other adult you trust to

figure out why you are having trouble sleeping. Getting a good night's sleep Is worth the time and
effort of finding the right solution to your sleeping problems.

ReadWorks.org THE SOLUTION TO READING COMPREHENSION
O2013 RadUWyics*, Inc. AO rIgMs reserved.



NTX |g
Name: Datet

1. What can be difficult for people at bedtime?

A falling asleep
B moving a picture
C talking to a parent
D taking a warm bath

2. Being unable to fall asleep is a problem described in the passage. What is one
solution?

A not talking to anyone about something that is bothering you
B staring at a picture that looks strange in the dark
C going to bed at a different time every night
D taking more time to wind down before bedtime

3. Read these sentences from the passage: ''Maybe you can't sleep because you don't
like sleeping all alone in your room. Maybe you have a recurring nightmare that you
dread/'

What can be concluded from this information?

A People have trouble sleeping for the same reason.
B There is more than one reason that people have trouble sleeping.
C People mainly can't sleep because they fear recurring nightmares.
D People who don't like sleeping alone usually have nightmares.

4. Imagine you can't sleep because you are excited about what you're going to do
tomorrow. Based on the text, what should you do?

A keep thinking about what you're going to do tomorrow until you're tired
B get rid of your electronic devices
C speak to a parent about how you are feeling
D remove pictures from your room that might look scary at night

ReaGlWorks.org THE SOLUTION TO READING COMPREHENSION

O 2013 ReadWteks^, Inc. Al rights nasetvod.



ReadWorks Questions: A Good Night

5. What is this passage mostly about?

A different reasons people can't fall asleep and possible solutions
B why using electronics at bedtime can make falling asleep more difficult
C why people may be restless or anxious at bedtime
D how people can relax before bedtime to help them fall asleep

6. Read the following sentences: *'It also helps to follow a bedtime routine and go to
sleep at the same time every night. As a result, your body will get the message that it's
almost time to sleep."

What does the word ""routine" mean above?

A usual series of things done at a certain time
B a set of steps people can follow that change daily
C a process that is not predictable
D a process people use to research sleeping problems

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below.

People can have trouble sleeping for a variety of reasons, feeling excited or
restless.

A never

B excluding
C including
D in conclusion

8, Describe what you should do to help you fall asleep if you are usually restless around
bedtime.

ReadWorks.org THE SOLUTION TO READING COMPREHENSION

e 2013 ReadUVtarics". In& AO rights resened.
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[1 Dividing d Di-cjiis by 2 Diqib
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i' ! !Recjci the problem ccirefuiiy and solve, ahow your v/or;< under each quesnon.
During summer vacation, many families take a trip by car. Several students at
Milton Middle School talk about the trips they took last summer. They compare the
distances and times they traveled.

r>

I  To find the speed of q trip,j  the distance by the time.
j  For example> if you travel 220 miles
I  in ! ! hours, the speed is 20
I  miles per hour. (220 ^1 1 =^ 20)

\. Ming's family drove 900 miles in
12 days. Wnat v/as the average
distance they drove each day?

miles

2> Alice's family drove a total of
495 miles in ! ! hours. What was
their average speed for the trip?

miles per hour

; The Mendozo family drove
336 miles through national parks.
It took them 14 hours to drive this
distance. What was their average
driving speed?

miles per hour

Jared's family drove on unpaved
roads during part of their trip.
It took them 15 hours to drive
315 miles. What was their
average speed?

miles per hour

3. The Edwards family had car trouble
on their vacation. It took them
27 hours to drive 135 miles. What
was the average speed for this trip?

miles per hour

-•a

Spectrum Word Problems
Grcids i

Lesson 3.4
Dividinq 3 Digbs by D Digbs



VUr(4-ii<^g VJTX 1*?
Use the outline of your infornnative paragraph fronn DAY 17 to do your writing.

DAY 18 WRITING

Write your introductory paragraph and first body paragraph. The body
paragraph is your first reason in your writing. Each paragraph needs to be 4-6
sentences long with correct capitalization and punctuation.
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S,S. MJI-
The Gettysburg Address ^

One of the great battles of the Civil War was fought at Gettysburg,
Pennsylvania, in early July 1863. Over 50,000 Union and Confederate soldiers
died in the battle. A military cemetery was built at Gettysburg for the thousands
of Union soldiers who died there. The dedication of the cemetery took place on
November 19, 1863. President Lincoln gave a short speech. Lincoln told
Americans that the purpose of the Civil War was to make the United States a
democracy with freedom and liberty for all. The Gettysburg Address lasted only
two minutes, but today it is considered one of the nation's greatest speeches.

Direotions Read the original speech and the explanation. Look up the unfamiliar
words In dark print. Think about Uncoln's purpose for giving the speech.

Actual Gettysburg Address

Four score and seven years ago our fathers
brought forth, upon this continent, a nctv nation,
conceived, in Liberty and dedicated to the
jproposiiion that ail men are created equal.

Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing
v/hether that nation, or any n.atjon. so conretved
and so dedicated, can long endure, "We are met
on a great battlefield of that war. We have come to
dedic^e a purdon of that field, as a final resting
place for those who here gave their lives that chat
nation might live. It is altogether fitting and proper
that we should do this.

Sue, in a largci icnsc, we caiinot dedicate —wc
cannot consecrate—we cannot hallow—this
ground. The brave men, living and dead, who
struggled here, have consecrated it, far above our
poor power to add or detract. The world will little
note, nor long remember what we say here, but it
ran nevcr forget what they did here.

Expianaiioii of ibo Go££ysbu7g Address

Eighty-seven years ago, in 17/6, our leaders
created a new nation based on the idea of liberty.
The United States would exist to prove tne
statement that "all men are created equal."

Now W2 ars fighting a civil war. This war is a test
to see If the United States, or any other nation, can
exist for a long titne if ic is based on the tdsss of
liberty and equality. We are now meeting at the
battlefield of Gettysburg. We have come to
dedicate part of the battlefield as a cemetery for
soldiers who died here. Those soldiers died
fighting so that the United States would continue
to be a nation based on ideas of liberty and
equality. It is correct and proper that we dedicate
this cemetery to honor those dead soldiers.

5ui we realiy do not have the power to dedicats
this cemetery-and make this ground holy. We
cannot do this because this cemetery has already
been made holy by the brave men, living and
dead, who fought at Gettysburg. We cannot do
anything more to make this cemetery holy than
they have already done. The world will not notice
or remember what we say here today. But the
world can never forget what they did at
Gettysburg.

^^W-hari»urtschool3upply.corn
^!B-niaro6urt Achieve Inc. Afl rigtits i 20^

Unit 2; Finding the Voice
Voices: American History, SV 9781419036385
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5.S' D«.i
tvsDurg Address, p- 2The Gettysburg Address, p. .

Actual Gettysburg Address

It is rather for us the living, to be here dedicated
to the unfinished work which they who fought here
have thus far so nobly advanced. It is rather for us
to be here dedicated to the great task remaining
before us—that from these honored dead we take
increased devotion to chat cause for which they
gave the last fiiil measure of devotion—that we here
highly resolve that these dead shall not have died
in vain—that this nation, under God, shall have a
new birth of freedom—and that govemment of the
people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish
frorn the earth.

Explanation of the Gettysburg Address

It must be our job to dedicate our own lives to the
work these soldiers fought for so hard but could
not finish. We must dedicate ourselves to the great
cause for which these soldiers died. To honor
them, we must work harder than ever for this
cause. We must prove that these soldiers did not
die without a reason. We must work hard so that
this nation, under God, will have a government
that allows equality and liberty for all people. We
must make sure that this democratic government
will never be destroyed.

DiTfSCtions / Darken the circle by the best answer.

1. Why did people gather at Gettysburg on
Ncvomber 19,1363?

(g) to fight

(g) Lo dig ooms grsvsc

© to put up mailboxes

© to dedicate a cemetery

2. How long is four score and seven years?
© 11 years

© 1776 years

© 87 yeai S

© 27 years

3. A proposition is

® a part of an airplane

© a mistake

© di. ;d«a offered for acceptance

© a place to bury soldiers

4. In Lincoln's speech, resolve means to

® make a firm decision

© solve again

© argue

© tliink about

Write complete sentences to answer the questions. Use a separate sheet of
paper to write your answers.

5, Why do you think Lincoln gave this speech?

6. What do you think Lincoln meant when he said that the soldiers "gave the last full measure of
devotion"?

7« What does Lincoln say the Union soldiers fought for?

8. How does Lincoln think Americans should finish the work for which the Union soldiers fought?
www.harcourtschooisupply.com

O Harcourt Achieve inc. Ail righte reserved.

Unit 2: Finding the Voice

Voices: American History, SV 9781419036385
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,ff „ ItTI^ Martin Luther King^Ur. Quiz

1. A restaurant owner in the South violated Jim Crow
laws by:

a. Refusing to serve black customers

b. Seating black and white customers next to each other
c. Separating black and white employees
d. Advertising for white job applicants only

2. How was segregation enforced in the North?

a. Codified laws

b. Police presence
c. Court rulings
d. Informal customs

3. Where was Rosa Parks arrested?

a. Washington. D.C.

b. Montgomery, Alabama
c. Memphis, Tennessee

d. Little Rock. Arkansas

4. Martin Luther King, Jr. was first arrested for:

a Organising 3 boycott
b. Threatening bus drivers
c. Leading violent protests
d. Breaking Jim Crow laws

5. Boycotting a store means:

a. Waiting in line for it to open.
b. Smashing its windows.
c. Opening another store next to it.
d. Refusing to shop there.

6. Both Martin Luther King, Jr. and Mahatma Gandhi:

a. Studied to be Christian pastors
b. Organized non-violent protests
0. Fought for civil rights in America
d. Experienced Jim Crow laws firsthand

7. What was Martin Luther King, Jr.'s "dream?"

a. To win the Nobel Peace Prize
b. That lawmakers would be punished for passing Jim
Crow laws

c. For an African American to be elected President of
the United States

d. That children of all races would love and respect one
another

8. Which word best describes Martin Luther King, Jr.'s
speaking style?

a. Powerful

b. Aggressive
c. Humorous

d. Soft-spoken

9. Martin Luther King. Jr. sought to establish creative
tension In order to;

a. Invent new methods of protest
b. Force change by making people uncomfortable
c. Pit iawiridkeis agamst edch otliet*
d. Reduce stress in conflicts

10. What can be inferred from Martin Luther King, Jr.'s
later work fighting against poverty and the Vietnam
War?

a. Racism ended with the Civil Rights Act of 1964
b. He stopped advocating for civil rights
c He opposed 'njustice in .many forme
d. He feared being arrested tor discussing more
controversial issues

© 1999 - 2020 BrainPOP. All rights reserved.
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Doy 1 9 - 5th Grade NTI Assignment

Nome:

Questions or cc>ncerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours;
9:00 am - 3:00pm

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER
Ms. Cowles megan.cowles@fayette.kyschools.us 859 - 474 - 0391
Ms. Dalton brooke.dalton@fayette.kyschool.us 304 - 228 - 1765
Ms, Pattisson jennlfer.pattisson@fayette.kyschools.us 859 - 552 - 4645

□ Choose one assignment (Option A or B) for Reading, Math, Writing, Social
Studies and AHPLs.

□ You must have a total of 90 minutes daily consisting of
□ 20 minutes Reading, Math, Writing, Science/Social Studies
□ 30 minutes AHPLs

Q Circle the opt'on you select each do^
□ Parent signature required at the bottom once all the work has been completed
□ Online users will only return this signed cover page
Q Packet workers need to roti im nnmr^io+oH vA/i^ru tA/i-i-t-. i

1  Reading 1  Math Writing Social Studies AHPL^ANDARD
1RI5.1: Quote accurately from
jthe text when explaining
jwhat the text explicitly says
land v.+ien dro'-vir.n
inferences from the text

ISTANDaRD STANDARD STANDARD STANDARDb.NBT.3: Read, wnte, and
Icompore decimals to the
thousandths

5.W.5: Conduct short
reseorch projects that involve
several sources that build
I<r!ow1edgo l}-.;cugh
investigation of different
aspects of o topic

5.C.CP.2 Analyze the
structure of the U.S.
government, including
ssparaticr. ct powor and it:
system of checks and
balances.

Various stondords per AHPL

WUhUn M-

Read and answer
qvAestions cn the
passage "Building a
Bridge"

Ootion A:

Complete 'Read and
Write Decimals'
worksheet

Ootion A:

Complete 2
paragraphs on your
informative writing
prompt

Ootion A:

Complete
'Separation of Powers'
front and bock

Ootion A:

Choose 1 activity on
The Special Area Chart
to complete. When
completed, cross out
that block and hove
your parent sign it.

wDTion d:

CompleTe 30 minutes
on "Imagine Learning"
for reading

Option B:
Complete 30 minutes
on "NT! Successmoker"
moth

Ootion B:

type writing response in
□ Google Doc and
ihore it with your
eocher. Label writing:
Mcme - NTI Day 19

Ootion B:

Watch video "Civil
Rights" on Broinpop
□nd complete graphic
Drgonizer

QP-tion B:

-or P.E., refer to the
Dock of the Special
^rea Chart for further
nstrucfions.

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work
today.

or

Parent Guardian Signature
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ReadWorks Building a Bridge

Building a Bridge
By R. Howard

Summer vacation had just begun, and Alex and Maria were ready to spend all day outside. They

decided to walk to the neighborhood park, where there was a river that they liked to swim in
when it was particularly hot Alex and Maria began to sweat as they walked, even though their

house was only ten minutes away from the park's entrance.

When they got to the river, they saw that it was too shallow to swim in. The rocks that made

up the bed of the river were even poking out of the water in some places, glistening in the sun.

Alex and Maria were frustrated. On the other side of the river, about fifty yards away, and in a

welcoming courtyard, there was a fountain spewing water in beautiful arcs.

"We should go play in the fountain," Maria said.

"How will we get there?" asked Alex.

They thought for a moment. They knew if they walked upriver, they would eventually come to

a walkway that crossed the river, but it was so hot, and they were eager to get to the fountain.

Maria looked around the grassy riverbank and noticed a few logs and branches lying close to
the water. "We could build a bridge!" she said. She ran over to a thick tree branch that looked
long enough to be placed across the river. Together, she and Alex hefted the branch onto their

shoulders and walked it to the water. Here, they stopped. How would they get the branch
across?

ReadWbrks.oFg THE SOLUTION TO BEADING COMPREHENSION
e2013R$adWahtsO, Inc. Al rights reserved



ReadVWwte Building a Bridge

Maria suggested throwing it down into the water and seeing if it reached the other side. That
seemed imprecise to Alex - what if the branch did not reach the other side of the river, and

got stuck or swept away by the water? Then they would be unable to walk all the way across

the river.

Maria wondered if they could measure the distance from the riverbank they stood on to the

other shore. They put the log carefully down and decided to test the distance with lighter,
thinner branches. They found a few wispy branches by the spot where they had first found the
log, and they tied the branches together using their hair bands.

On their first attempt, they tied two branches together and went back to the river to test the

length. The branches barely reached the center of the swirling water. After tying two more
branches together to the initial branches, Alex and Maria were able to get the thin makeshift
model bridge to touch the far bank.

'•'Hoorayi ' Maria said. ''Now we know how iong the log needs to be."

They set the tied branches on the ground next to the log. The log was luckily the exact length

of the tied branches. Now Alex and Maria had to figure out how to make sure the log was
secure on both sides of the bank before they walked across it to reach the other side of the
river.

"I knowr Alex said. She began to gather thinner branches, like the ones they had tied

together, which were pliable and easy to bend. She twisted them together Into a tight bundle,
then laid them horizontally across the edges of the log. Then she and Maria hauled some of
the stones out of the river and placed them on the branches on either side of the log. In this
way, they were able to stabilize the log—at least on one side—in order to run across.

When Alex and Maria got to the other side of the river, they secured the other side of the log
with more branches and rocks, and looked back at their handiwork. It had been a good day's

work, but now they were free to enjoy the cool water in the fountain.

ReadWorks.org THE SOLUTION TO READING COMPREHENSION
62013 ResdWMaS, Inc. AD rights reserved.



ReaciWbri^ l?iga£i(r\0 MXT 'Da ̂^^19 Questions: Building a Bridge
Name: Date:

1. What did Alex and Maria want to build?

A a pool
B a car

C a fountain

D a bridge

2. What is the main challenge faced by the characters in this story?

A how to swim In a river so shallow that rocks are poking out of the water in
some places

B how to get from one side of the river to the other without using the walkway
C how to find the distance from one side of the river to the other without

measuring tools
D how to make sure the log they use for their bridge Is secure on both sides of

the river

3. Which of the following sentences from the story provides evidence that Maria was
deliberate and thoughtful in her actions?

A "Maria looked around the grassy riverbank and noticed a few logs and branches
lying close to the water."

B ''Maria wondered If they could measure the distance from the riverbank they
stood on to the other shore."

C "She ran over to a thick tree branch that looked long enough to be placed
across the river."

D "Alex and Maria were frustrated."

4. Which sentence from the text supports the idea that Alex and Maria used teamwork
to build the bridge?

A "Alex and Maria began to sweat as they walked, even though their house was
only ten minutes away from the park's entrance."

B "Together, she and Alex hefted the branch onto their shoulders and walked it to
the water."

C "'I know!' Alex said. She began to gather thinner branches, like the ones they
had tied together, which were pliable and easy to bend."

D "'Hoorayl' Maria said. 'Now we know how long the log needs to be.'"

ReacfWorks.oiig THE SOLUTION TO READING COMPREHENSION

e 2013 RcadWbila^. Inc. AU rights rBsstvecl



Domaift 2 • Cesson 9

ReaMHd Write Decimals
ConmoaCo^i^
5.l©T.1,5.NBT.3.a

the Idea i

® A decimal is a number with a decimal point. A decimal point (,) separates the ones
place from the tenths place.

The grids below represent one tenth, one hundredth, and one thousandth.

0.1

one tenth

0.01

one hundredth
0.001

one thousandth

To read or writs a decimal number less than one, read the number to the right of
the decirriai point. Then iead the ieast place value. For example, 0.7 is seven tenths,
and 0,36 i.s thirfy-six hundredths.

To read or write a decimal number greater than 1, use the word and to separate
the whole-number part from the decimal part. For example, 2.003 is two and
three thousandths.

There are different ways to read and write decimals.

Hundreds [ Tens j'&nes. Tenths tHundredths : Thbusandths

base-ten numeral: 196.748

number name: one hundred ninety-six and seven hundred forty-eight thousandths

expanded form: 100 + 90 + 6 + 0.7 + 0,04 -I- 0.008

Each place in a decimal has a value that is 10 times the value of the place to Its right.
For example, in 6.666, the 6 in the hundredths place has a value of 0.06. Th^t Is
10 times the value of the 6 in the thousandths place.

0.006 X 10 = 0.06



Each place in a decimal has a value that is the value of the place to its left.

For example, in 6.666, the 6 in the thousandths place has a value of 0.006. That

is the value of the 6 in the hundredths place.

0.006 - 0.06 = 0.1

0,06 - 0.6 = 0.1

0.6 6 = 0.1

6 ̂  60 = 0.1

Example 1
A lab sample has a mass of 0.222 gram. What is the value of the 2 in the

thousandths place in relation to the 2 in the hundredths place?

Strategy Use a place-value charL

Write each digit of the nuinber in a ciiart.

5s;i ; J Tenths 1 Hundredth^ Thousa^^

oOiuliuri

Find the value of the 2 in the thousandths place: 0.002.

The digit to Its left is In the hundredths place: 0.02.

0.002 - 0.02 = ̂
The value of the 2 in the thousandths place is ̂  the value of the
2 in the hundredths place.

The value of the 2 in ihe ihouisancithss piac;e is the value of the

2 in the hundredths place.

Example 2 .
What decimal describes the shaded part of the grids?



Strategy Count the number of small shaded squares in each grid.

There are 100 small squares in the grid on the left and all are shaded.

Each small square is one hundredth, or 0.01.

So the entire grid is equal to 100 x 0.01 or 1.

There are 100 small squares in the grid on the right and 64 are shaded.

Each small square is one hundredth, or 0.01.

So the shaded squares are equal to 64 x 0.01 or 0.64.

Write the decimal for each grid and combine them.

1 + 0.64 = 1.64

Solution The decimal 1.64, or one and sixty-four hundredths, describes the
shaded part of the grids.

Exarrspis 3
The winning speed in a car race was 125.044 miles per hour. How do you write that
speed in expanded form?

Strategy Make a place -value chart to find the value of each digrt.

Write the decimal in a place-value chart.

Tenths i Hundredths j Thbusaridths

0  4 4

Find the value of each digit.

1 hundred — 1 x 100 — 100

2 tens = 2 X 10 - 20

5 ones ̂ 5X1 =5

4 hundredths = 4 x 0.01 = 0.04

4 thousandths = 4 x 0.001 = 0.004

Write the expanded form of the number.

125.044 = 100 + 20 + 5 + 0.04 + 0.004

Solution in expanded form, 125.044 is written as 100 + 20 + 5 + 0.04 + 0.004.
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lag:

Another way to write expanded form Is with multiplication.

For example, write 347.392 in expanded form.

347.392 = 300 + 40 -h 7 + 0.3 + 0.09 + 0.002

Then write 347.392 in expanded form with multiplication.

Multiply each digit In the number by the value its place represents.

347.392 = 3X 100 + 4X 10 + 7X-1 + 3xi + 9X:f^ + 2x

Example 4
Write the decimal 468.721 in expanded form with multiplication.

Strategy Use a place-value chart.

Write the decimal in a place, value,chart.

Hundr^s I T^pusandth^

Solution

Show each digit as a muitipiicanori expies^sio!■!.
4 "hundreds —^ 4 x 100

6 tens —>■ 6 X 10

8 ones —*■ 8 x 1

7 tenths —^ 7 x —

2 hundredths 2 x

1 tfiousandth —^ 1 x

Write the expanded form with muitlplicatlon.
4Xl00 + 6x10 + 8Xl-+7xi + 2X:j^+1 X

468.721 = 4XlOO + 6XlO + 8Xl+7X:jL + 2X:i^ + 1X



kLesson Practice

Choose the correct answer.

1. What decimal represents the part
of the grids that is shaded?

A. 1.04

B. 1.06

a 1.4

D. 1.6

2. Which is the base-ten numeral for

two and twdve thousandths?

A. 2.012

B. 2.102

C 2.12

D. 2.201

3. In the decimal 99.999, which is ̂ '
the value of the 9 in the tenths place?

A. The 9 in the tens place.

B. The 9 in the ones place.

C. The 9 in the hundredths place.

D. The 9 in the thousandths place.

4. Which has a value 10 times greater
than 0.008?

A. 0.08

B. 0.8

C 8

D. 80

5. i tie land speed record for one mile
is seven b.»indred shny-three and
thirty-five thousandths miles per
hour. Which shows the decimal in

expanded form?

A. 700 + 60 i 3 1- 0.3 -i 0.05

B. 700 4 60 + 3 + 0.03 + 0.005

C. 700 + 60 + 3 + 30 + 5

D. 700 + 30 + 5 + 0.6 + 0.03

6. If the mass of Tarth i.s coual to 1. the

mass of Mercury is 0.055. Which is
the number name for Mercury's massi

A. fifty-five

B. fifty-five tenths

C. fifty-five hundredths

D. fifty-five thousandths



•i.V *. - J"'-'

7. ."^^ch has the value of 0.01?

A. 0.001

C. 10

D. 1,000

8. "Which is the expanded form with multiplication for 836.205?

A- 8 X 1.000 + 3X 100 + 60 X1 + 2X^ + 5X ̂

B. 8 X 1,000 + 3X 100 + 6-Xl+2X^+5X ̂

C. 8X 100 + 3X 10 4-6X1+2x4t+5X
lu . iUvJU

D. S X 100 + 3 X 10 + 6 X 1 + 2 X ̂  + 5 X ̂
100 iOOO

9» Raadw said luai (he numbci 0.03 has <« ydhe. 10 times greater than 0.003.

A- Is he correct^ Expbin y^our answer.

B. What number is ten times greater than 0.3? Explain your answer.
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Use the outline of your informative paragraph from DAY 17 to do your writing.

DAY 19 WRITING

Write your second and third body paragraph. The body paragraphs are your
second and third reasons in your writing. Each paragraph needs to be 4-6
sentences long with correct capitalization and punctuation.



l» It ,4tandingth©'U.SrG0nstitLrtion The Birth of the Constitution

5.S AiTX
THE BIRTH OFTHE CONSTITUTION

Separation of Powers

Another problem facing the Constitutional Convention was how to divide the powers of a
government. Who will make the laws? Who will make sure the laws are obeyed? Who will make sure
the laws are "good" laws? These questions were answered in the next set of compromises.

American government can be s6en as a tree.The Constitution is the trunk, or base, with three
branches extending from that trunk. Those i —
three brariches are the legislative branch,

and looks out for and checks the other two
brariches.These concepts, respectively, are

House of Representatives and the Senate

create a chief executive. Underthe Articles of
ConTederation, there was no national leader.
The founding fathers had feared creating ^ ^ ̂ |
another"king."There was much discussion,

leaders.The convention agreedto create one
presidsnt, but only if the president yjould bo
checked or watched by the legislative and xhe U.S. Constitution provides for the legislative,
judicial branches. The job of the president executive, and judicial branches of government.
and the executive branch is to carry out the 1
laws passed by the legislative branch.

The third branch established the yud/c/a/system.The judiciat branch was to be headed by
the Supreme Court. It is the job of the Supreme Court to interpret or define the laws. The justices
of the Supreme Court are chosen by the president and approved by the Senate. The judicial
branch checks the executive and legislative branches.

Each branch has its own specific responsibilities. Each has a separate power. Part of the
responsibility of a branch is to control or check the power of the other branches. That way, no one
branch gets to be too powerful; each branch Is balanced.

The U.S. Constitution provides for the legislative,
executive, and judicial branches of government.

CD-404100©MarkTwain Media, Inc., Publishers
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Understanding the U.S. Constitution

Name:

The Birth of the Constitution

THE BIRTH OFTHE CONSTITUTION

Compromise

Challenges
1. Define:

Bicameral;

Unlcameral:

2. What question was resolved with the Great Compromise?

3. What plan was supported by the large states? Why?

4. What plan was supported by'the small states? Why?

5. Fill In the information:

A. Virginia Plan: 1. How many houses?

2. Number of congressmen determined by:

B. New Jersey Plan: 1. How many houses?

2. Number of congressmen determined by:

6. What was the Great Compromise, and how did it establish the ieglsiative body?

7. Circle the correct ending to each statement:

A. Representatives In the House of Representatives are chosen by:

POPULATION EQUALITY

B.- Senators in the Senate are chosen by:

^ - POPUL/SJION EQUALITY

Cp-404ido © Mark Twain Media, Inc., Publishers
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Civil Rights Graphic Organizer

Y-Chart

Describe how these three figures impacted the American Civil Rights Movement.

Martin Luther King, Jr.

Linda SiwWn

I

«1999-2020 BrainPOP. All rigMs raMived.



3/18/2020 NTI Day 20 - 5th Grade.docx - Google Docs

Day 20 - 5th Grade NTI Assignment

Nome:

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
9:00 am - 3:00pm

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Ms. Cowles megan.cowles@fayette.kyschools.us 859 - 474 - 0391

Ms. Dalton brooke.dalton@fayette.kyschool.us 304-228- 1765

Ms. Pattisson jennifer.pattisson@fayette.kyschools.us 859 - 552 - 4645

□ Choose one assignment (Option A or B) for Reading, Math, Writing, Social
Studies and AHPLs.

□ You must hove a total of 90 minutes daily consisting of
□ 20 minutes Reading, Math, Writing, Science/Social Studies
□ 30 minutes AHPLs

□ Circle the option you select eoch day
□ Parent signature required at the bottom once all the work has been completed
□ Online users will only return this signed cover page
□ Packet workers need to return completed work with the signed cover page

Reading Moth Writing Social Studies AHPL

STANDARD ■STANDARD ■STANDARD STANDARD ■STANDARD
RI5.10: Read, comprehend,
and analyze grade-level
appropriate text
irdopcndentiy end
proficiently

5.NBT.1: Recognize in a
multi-digit number, a digit in
the ones place represents 10
tirre? cs rr.'jcH nt it repressntr
in the place to its right

5.W.5: Conduct short
research projects that involve
several sources that build
knov.ledgc through
investigation of different
aspects of a topic

5.C.CP.2 Analyze the
structure of the U.S.
govemment, including
snpcraticn of pc-ver end its
system of checks and
balances.

Various standards per AHPL

Option A: Oplion A: Opriori A; Option A: Oplion A:
Read and answer
questions on the
passage 'Tarmors
Farm"

Complete 'Compare
Decimals' worksheet

Complete the final 2
paragraphs on your
infcriTiCtivs vvriting
prompt. Use extra time
to revise your writing

Complete
'Preamble' front end
Dock

Choose 1 activity on
the Special Area Chart
ro complete. When
completed, cross out
that block end hove
your parent sign it.

Option B: Option B: . Option B: Option B: Option B;
Complete 30 minutes
on "Imagine Leaming"
for reading

Complete 30 minutes
on "NTI Successmoker"
moth

Type writing response in
a Google Doc and
share it with your
teacher. Label writing:
Name - NTI Day 20

Watch video "Civil
Rights" on Brcinpop
and complete
worksheet

For P.E., refer to the
bock of the Special
Area Chart for further
instructions.

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work for
today.

Parent Guardian Signature

1/1



ReadWbrl^ Dav cSo Farmers Farm

Business people do business, musicians make music, teachers teach, and farmers farm.

Right? Yes, but there have been times when a termers right to farm has come under attack.

You might be thinking, "How can someone be prohibited from pursuing his or her

occupation?"

Farmers generally sow seeds in rural land: land that is far from cities. They need the

open space, as many farms are very large, spanning over 400 acres on average—that's over

300 football fields! And some cover even more ground; corn farms considered "large" must be

over 500 acres!

Farms also come with their share of smells and sounds that aren't always pleasant. Drive

past a dairy farm or a pig farm on a hot summer day, and you'll understand! Farming in rural

areas typically means farming near fewer people, so neighbors don't have to worry about

waking up to tractors coughing and roosters crowing right next door

There is a current trend of people looking for a break from the noise and other troubles

of cities, which sometimes means moving to the country; however, they may face different

kinds of noise and troubles in rural communities. For example, big feedlots, where hundreds of

cattle and thousands of chickens are raised, are noisy, smelly, dirty operations. Farm

equipment can also be noisy. Wide croplands can mean lots of dust and pollen In drier times,

which can aggravate sensitive lungs.

ReadWorks.org THE SOiUtiON TO REAOiNQ COMPREHENSION
0^4ReaaVMrfcs*, Inc. All rights reserved



Re«iWatte i=arm8rs Farm

Some people get angry about these things and sue farmers based on public or private

nuisance laws. A nuisance is someone or something that infringes on a person's ability to enjoy

his or her property, or that threatens the health and safety of a community.

Tarm practices that are unregulated or dangerous and cause harm to the public-

contamination of water suppjij^, for example—are definitely taken seriously in court.

However, farmers often find themselves under attack for things that are simply facts of life on

a farm. These "nuisance" lawsuits became so prevalent across the United States that farmers

were beginning to suffer. Being forced to change standard practices or relocate feedlots or

fields can hurt a farmer's business.

So, lawmakers began to create protective measures in favor of farmers. These are called

"right to farm" laws, and they are now enacted In every state. Essentially, they are what they

sound like: laws that protect a farmer's right to conduct his or her business. How do they do

that?

Right to farm laws start by Informing residents about the presence of a farm and its

farming methods. The right to farm laws let the public know that farms do affect surrounding

areas and that, to some degree, these effects must be accepted by people living near a farm.

The laws also inform residents about the limitations of local nuisance ordinances, letting

people know what Is or is not considered a reasonable compialnt.

Right to farm laws do not coitipletely shield farms from lawsuits. Before action can be

taken against a farmer, however, a court must ask some important qu^tions: What is the
degree of harm being caused? Does the activity in question threaten health, or is it just

Inconvenient? Are effects of the purportedly damaging activity lasting or temporary? How long

has the farm been practicing its methods without coming under criticism?

These are Important factors upon which a court evaluates a case. If a farmer has been

contaminating water supplies and causing excess pollution, thereby harming the community,

that farmer may indeed have to change his or her ways.

But if the farmer's techniques have done nothing but keep a neighbor from a backyard

barbecue because of the smell of manure or noise of machines, then the neighbor might just

have to get used to living in the country!

ReaclWorks.org THE SOLUTION TO READING COMPREHENSION
O 2014 ReadWoms". ina All itgms rosoved.



-RTr ■Da.^ Zo Questions: Farmers Farm

Name: Date: —

1. Why do farmers typically farm on rural land?

A because farms need the open space
B because rural land Is Inexpensive to buy
C because they are not allowed to farm In cities
D because farms are noisy and smelly operations

2. The cause of complaints against farmers were nuisances like smells and noises. What
was an effect of the complaints?

A More people began to move to the country to escape city noises.
B People living near farms were forced to accept some nuisances.
C Farmers were forced to change their practices or relocate feedlots.
D Dust and pollen from wide croplands can aggravate lungs in dry times.

3. Farms and farming practices can cause annoyances for some people. What evidence
from the passage best supports this conclusion?

A Some people move to the country to get away from city noises.
B Fa.'-ming In rural areas typically means farming near fewer people-
C Farm practices that harm the public are taken seriously In court.
D Large feedlots with animals can be noisy, smelly, and dirty.

4. Read the following sentences: ''There is a current trend of people looking for a break
from the noise and other troubles of cities, which sometimes means moving to the country;
however, they may face different kinds of noise and troubles in rural communities... Some
people get angry about these things [noises and smells] and sue farmers based on public
or private nuisance laws."

Based cn this information, what conclusion can you make about the people who
complained about farming "nuisances"?

A They were most likely generally tolerant and laldback people.
8 They were most likely not familiar with the realities of farm life.
C They were most likely not excessively bothered by loud noises.
D They were most likely familiar with the realities of farm life.

5. What Is this passage mostly about?

A the origin of right to farm laws
B the smells and noises of farms
C people who moved to the country
D differences between public and private nuisances

FleaciWorlcs.oiig THE SOLUTION TO READINQ COMPREHENSION
O 2014 ResdWoiks*. bK. All rights teserveri.



Domain 2 • Lesson 10

Compare Decimals

Getting the Idea

Y A/rx
Xc^Y '20

Cramofl Core state Staidaftf:

5.NBT3i)

Comparing decimals is similar to comparing whole numbers. When comparing
decimals, start by comparing the numbers in the greatest place. If they are the
same, compare the digits in the next place to the right. Do, this until you can
determine which number is greater.

Decimals, like whole numbers, can be compared using the following symbols.

= means is equal to.

< means is less than.

> means is greater than.

cxatTipie I

Which symboi makes this number sentence true? Use >, <, or =.

32.135 Q 32.035

Strategy Line up the numbers on the decimal point. Compare the digits,
starting with the greatest place value.

Line up the digits on the decimal point.

32.135

32.035

Look for the greatest olace where the digits are different.

The digits In the tenths place are different.

Compare the digits in the tenths place.

1 > 0, so 32.135 > 32.035

Solution 32.135 0 32.035



Example 2 NT_U 2-0
Which symbol makes this number sentence true? Use >, <, or =.

47.085 O 47-09

Strategy Line up the numbers on the decimal point. Compare the digits
starting with the greatest place value.

Line up the digits on the decimal point

47.085

47.09

Look for the greatest place where the digits are different.

The digits In the hundredths place are different.

Corripare the digits in the hundredths place..

8 < 9, so 47.085 < 47.09

Solution 47.085 047.09
/

Example 3
Which of these numbsrs is the least? Which Is the greatest?

7.35 6.989 7.038

Strategy Compare the decimals.

Compare the whole-numberparts.

Since 6 < 7, the least number is 6.989.

me other two numbers have 7 as the whoie-nurniw part-

Compare the tenths for the other two numbers.

The tenths place of 7.35 Is 3.

The tenths place of 7.038 is 0.

Since 3 > 0, 7.35 > 7.038.

Solution The least number is 6.989. The greatest number is 7.35.
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Example 4 A/7"i D<^y 2.r^
Emma is mailing some packages. The weights of the packages. In pounds, are
shown below. Order the weights from least to greatest.

9.42 3.201 4.083 11.2

Strategy Compare the decimals.

gggWl Compare the whoie-number parts.

They are ail different.

^^1^ Order the whoie-number parts.
3,4,9,11

oifice tuc whoie-numocr paitb are ali diifeieriL, orosi' Ihs deciiTials tne
same way.

3.201,4.083,9.42, 11.2

Solution The weights of the packages in order from least to greatest are
3.201 pounds, 4.083 pounds, 9.42 pounds, and 11.2 pounds.

.^Coached Example i
^ Which represents the lesser distance: 4.295 kilometers or 4.3 kilometers?

Compare the ^ number parts first.

The whole-number parts are .

I  I \^\Ji I I^C^l O u tv? L<J H I Iw •

Use >, <, or = to compare.

Q  , so 4.295 O 4-3.

The lesser distance is kilometers.



^essort Practice
Choose the correct answer.

1. Which symbol makes this number
sentence true?

38.21

A. >

B. <

C. -

D. +

2. Which decimal makes this

sentence true?

A. 17.3

B. 17-212

C 17.25

D. 17.025

3. Which decimal is greater than 24.07
and l.es? than 24.075?

A. 24.007

B. 24.070

C. 24.071

D. 24.08

A/TX Deiy

4. Which number sentence is true?

A. 6.73 > 6.728

B. 4.32 < 4.320

C. 5.039 = 5.390

D. 3.154 >3.16

5-. Which decimal is between 4.1

and 4.3?

A- 4.34

B. 4.17

C 4.06

D. 4.02

6. Which shows the decimals in the

correct order?

A, 5-271 > 5.217 > 5.38

B. 5.38 >5.217 >5.271

c '-»'71
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D. 5.38 >5.271 >5.217
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Use the following information for questions 7 and S. ^
The table shows the number of miles Tyra ran each day last week.

Tyra's Runaiag Distances L/ ̂
Day I Nomber of Miles

Monday 4.35

Tuesday 5.714
"Wednesday 3,73. .
Ihursday 3.51
Friday 4.161

7. On which day did Tyra run the fewest
iiumbex of miles?

A. Monday

B. Tuesday

C. Wednesday

D. Thursday

8. On which day did Tyra run the.
greatest number of miles?

A. Monday

B. Tuesday

C. Wednesday

D. Thursday

nr

t

iy.

9. The table shows the capacities of four different containers.

Container Capaci^

Container J; Numbeh of Liters
A 1.73

B 2,061

C 1.59

D 2.1

A. List the containers from least to greatest capacity.

B. Explain or show why your answer to part A is correct.



Wrfiing NTX Xo
Use the outline of your informative paragraph from DAY 17 to do your writing.

DAY 20 WRITING

Write your conclusion oaroaraph. After writing, re-read and revise your writing to
moke it stronger. Have a sibling or parent read your writing to help you. Each
paragraph needs to be 4-6 sentences long with correct capitalization and
punctuation.



Understanding the U.S. Constitution The Birth of the Constitution

S S. NT_1_ "Dixy 2.0
T-u />r"rLjr! r*>MLic?iTiTi rPiriM ITHE BIRTH OF THE CONSTITUTION

The Preamble
(See the Preamble)

The Preamble lists the major goals to be accomplished by the United States government
under the Constitution. The importance of the Preamble and the Constitution are expressed in the
first three words, "We the people .,. ."The Constitution was created by the people, not by some
king, dictator, or absolute ruler.

The founding fathers had six goals in mind when they set out to create the Constitution.
They are:

(1) to form a more perfect union
(set up a stronger government than they had under the Articles of
Ckinfederation)

(2) establish justice
(improve the court system)

(3) ensure domestic tranquiiity
(have peace in all states)

(4) provide for the common defense
(protect the country from enemies)

(5) promote the general welfare
(have good living conditions)

^6^ secure the blessings of 'iherh/ to ourselves end our posterity.
(have freedom for themselves and future Americans)

The Piearnbie expresses the hopes of the people for a good and honest government for
themselves and their children.

PREAMBLE TO THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION:
We the people of the United States, in order to form a more perfect Union, Establish Justice,

nrnuiHa for fha nnmmon nfomote the oeneral Welfare,

and secure the blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish tnis
Constitution for the United States of America,
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Understanding the U.S. Constitution

Name:

The Birth of the Constitution

Date:

THE BIRTH OFTHE CONSTITUTION S,S. WTX Va-Kl 2a

The Preamble

Challenges

1. By whose power was the Constitution written?

2. Fill in the blanks: GOALS OF THE CONSTITUTION:

(Actual words of the Constitution) (Your own words)

3. rtewrite the Preamble in your own woras.

PROJECTS:

'1. The Preamble is short, only 52 words. Memorize and recite it to the class.
only one breath!). - ;

2. Bring a copy of a student organization constitution to class. How is it similar to ohdiffef^
from the U. S. Constitution?

CD-404100©MarkTwain Media, Inc., Publishers
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BrainPOP

vil Righfs Worksheet

Fill in the Blanks

Fill in the blanks to complete the following sentences. Then number the events in chronological order.

Martin Luther King, Jr. delivers his " speech at the March on Washington.

In Montgomery, Alabama. is arrested for refusing to give up her bus seat for a white person.

in , the Supreme Court rules that segregation in public schools is unconstitutional.

makes segregation illegal.

Martin Luther King, Jr. organizes a of the Montgomery Bus Line.

Think About It

Did the election of President Barack Obama fulfill the promise of the Civil Rights Movement? Explain your position.
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